Creating DOF using the Zdepth Channel in Vray Su
1. Introduction
Zdepth is a data file represented in an image that has gradient from white to black. The
data represents the distance from the camera to the objects in the scene within the scope
of the clipping planes of the camera. When we use this information using Photoshop, we
could create an illusion of Depth of Field (DOF). The below image, will explain the
concept of this tutorial.

Accessing the Zdepth Channel
This is easy in Vray SketchUp all you have to do is to open the VFB Channels roll-out.
Browse the different channels and highlight the ZDepth Channel.

Z-Depth Black represents the farthest distance from the camera while the Z-depth white
represents the nearest object you want in the Z-Depth. Here is a Z-Depth image pass.

The whitest object here represents the nearest object in the camera. Black is the farthest.
2. Z-Depth in VraySU
The question now is how about in SketchUp? How can we determine the exact distance
of the objects to the SketchUp camera. Here is a scene that I would be using to introduce
my workaround using SketchUp available tools.

Of course there are lots of available scripts to do this. But here is my work around using
SketchUp position camera tool

.

Here I created a line 4 meters from the sphere which is equivalent to around 158 inches.
(Vray SU uses inches as unit. Therefore you need to convert your numbers into inches)

Using position camera tool
, I selected the end of the line. With this technique, I
know the distance from the first vray sphere to my camera is 158 inches.

Image below, will clearly explain how I did the calculations.

Distance from our camera point to the first sphere is 4m (158 inches) and the distance to
the wall is 11m (433inches). So I will enter these values in both Z-Depth white and black
respectively.

I added some materials too on the SketchUp model. Image below shows the added
materials.

Once rendered and saved, I will then have the diffuse render pass (image below)

The ZDepth pass (blank and white data image below). You will notice that the nearest
sphere is the whitest and there is a gradient fading at a distance. The wall is the darkest.
Important: You need to click the z-depth clamp. Next images showed with and without
Z-Depth clamp. Below has no Z-Depth clamp. Honestly I do not know what clamping
means.

Z-Depth clamp checked

Z-Depth Clamp unchecked.
Now I don’t know what happened. There is a circular object rather than a complete black
on the wall. I suspect this is a bug. Ok let me make the Zdepth black 500 inches, this
means anything behind that 500 inches will fade away completely…

Well my suspicion is correct. Here is the updated ZDepth data

3. Creating DOF using ZDepth information in Photoshop
3.1. Load the diffuse pass in photoshop, I also added a black BG .

3.2. Open the Z-depth in another window, then Select All (Ctrl A) and then Copy
(Control C). Then exit this ZDepth, you don’t need it anymore.

3.3. Now we will load the ZDepth. Click Layer. Layer Mask (Reveal All). A Layer mask
will be added to the Layer 0.

3.4. Then go to Channels. On the bottom part you will see a layer 0 Mask.

3.5. Highlight this and click Ctrl+V (Paste). The Z-depth has been applied like in the
image below.

3.6. Duplicate Layer 0, then removed the mask of this duplicate layer

3.7. Highlight Layer 0 copy, then go to Filter/ Blur and choose Lens Blur. Under depth
map choose Layer Mask. Also work on the blur focal distance. In the image below I
entered 255. I also played on the radius and blade curvature. Below is the result.

3.8. Click Ok

3.9. Now let us copy the Layer 0,

3.10. Disable the Layer 0 copy mask. Voila! DOF will now show.

Close- Up

Hope this is useful!
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